Arkansas Game and Fish Commission
Game tag
Valid only for Resident and Nonresident hunters under the age of 16, Three-Year Disability Hunting License, any holder of a Permanent License issued by the Commission and those hunting under the Reciprocal Hunting License Agreement.

This tag is not valid for holders of any other license, unless tagging a bear.

Name: ___________________________________________________________________
License #: ______________________________________________________________
(License # not applicable for hunters younger than 16)
Time: ____________________________ Date: _________________________________
WMA/Zone: ________________ Type of game: ________________________________
Method: _______________________ Check #: _______________________________

Arkansas Game and Fish Commission
Game tag
Valid only for Resident and Nonresident hunters under the age of 16, Three-Year Disability Hunting License, any holder of a Permanent License issued by the Commission and those hunting under the Reciprocal Hunting License Agreement.

This tag is not valid for holders of any other license, unless tagging a bear.

Name: ___________________________________________________________________
License #: ______________________________________________________________
(License # not applicable for hunters younger than 16)
Time: ____________________________ Date: _________________________________
WMA/Zone: ________________ Type of game: ________________________________
Method: _______________________ Check #: _______________________________

Arkansas Game and Fish Commission
Game tag
Valid only for Resident and Nonresident hunters under the age of 16, Three-Year Disability Hunting License, any holder of a Permanent License issued by the Commission and those hunting under the Reciprocal Hunting License Agreement.

This tag is not valid for holders of any other license, unless tagging a bear.

Name: ___________________________________________________________________
License #: ______________________________________________________________
(License # not applicable for hunters younger than 16)
Time: ____________________________ Date: _________________________________
WMA/Zone: ________________ Type of game: ________________________________
Method: _______________________ Check #: _______________________________
IMMEDIATELY after the harvest and before moving the deer, the tag must be printed legibly in ink and securely fastened to the antler or ear of a deer.

Call 866-305-0808 or visit www.agfc.com to check your deer within 24 hours of harvest.

Type of game: DD – Doe Deer; BB – Button Buck; BA – Antlered Deer

Method: MG – Modern Gun; ML – Muzzleloader; A – Archery; C – Crossbow

Check # must be printed on the tag

The tag must remain on the deer until final processing and storage.

If born after 1968, you must carry proof of hunter education training, unless ‘HE-VERIFIED’ is noted on your hunting license.
Arkansas Game and Fish Commission
Game tag

Valid only for Resident and Nonresident hunters under the age of 16, Three-Year Disability Hunting License, any holder of a Permanent License issued by the Commission and those hunting under the Reciprocal Hunting License Agreement.

This tag is not valid for holders of any other license, unless tagging a bear.

Name: ___________________________________________________________________

License #: ________________________________________________________________

(License # not applicable for hunters younger than 16)

Time: ____________________________  Date: _________________________________

WMA/Zone: ________________   Type of game: ________________________________

Method: _______________________  Check #: _________________________________
GAME TAG INSTRUCTIONS

- IMMEDIATELY after the harvest and before moving the deer, the tag must be printed legibly in ink and securely fastened to the antler or ear of a deer.
- Call 866-305-0808 or visit www.agfc.com to check your deer within 24 hours of harvest.
- Type of game: DD – Doe Deer; BB – Button Buck; BA – Antlered Deer
- Method: MG – Modern Gun; ML – Muzzleloader; A – Archery; C – Crossbow
- Check # must be printed on the tag
- The tag must remain on the deer until final processing and storage.
- If born after 1968, you must carry proof of hunter education training, unless ‘HE-VERIFIED’ is noted on your hunting license.